Intracranial lipoma of the sylvian fissure. Case report and review of the literature.
The authors present a rare case of lipoma of the sylvian fissure found in a 34-year-old man who presented with seizures. The patient underwent craniotomy and an attempted resection of the lesion, which was initially believed to be a dermoid tumor. The imaging characteristics of dermoids and lipomas are extremely similar. Given the difference in the natural history and resectability of these lesions, lipomas should be included in the differential diagnosis of lesions with imaging characteristics similar to dermoids. Currently, tumor location, density of the lesion or computerized tomography scans, and signal homogeneity of the lesion on magnetic resonance images can help one to distinguish these radiographically similar, but pathologically different, entities. As this case confirms, resection of a sylvian fissure lipoma is extremely difficult and potentially dangerous; in addition it is unlikely to improve symptoms. A short review of 10 cases reported in the literature and therapeutic options for these lesions are also discussed.